
DO IT YOURSELF WOOD PROJECTS

40 Outdoor Woodworking Projects for Beginners. Jenny Stanley This classic backyard game is easy and inexpensive to
make yourself. And with legs that fold .

Check out the instructions and more photos over at Moms and Crafters. Just find a cedar board that you like,
then mark and drill the holes. Make your way over to By Brittany Goldwyn to find out exactly how to make
one of these customized works of art yourself. The project might be a little intimidating for those without tons
of woodworking experience under their belt, but Jen makes the project easy for everyone, as always! Ryan
Foy introduced this great tutorial for a tree swing that fits both the kids and adults, so you could feel like a
child again! Wood Burned Bottle Stoppers Close up your wine and spirits bottles in style with these fun wood
burned bottles stoppers. Why not build one swing for each member of your family? So what to do about this
mess? The choices are endless! After drilling you can decorate the pencil holder with scrapbook paper and
Mod Podge and apply a sticker on the paper, but as with any DIY project, you can feel free to decorate it
according to your taste. Instagram Photo Display Show off all of your pretty Instagram photos by printing and
displaying them with a few of these chic wood and wire displays. Though cutting the triangles is not really
tough, you do need to have patience and accuracy â€” it can be a bit repetitive. Another amazing thing is that
they can be built in many shapes and sizes, as and how you need it. This is a must-have for every wine-lovers
home! From a single sheet of plywood you can make 18 files which is pretty cool. There you go â€” a simple
modern bed built in just a few hours and without any hassle. Make your way over to Historias De Casa to find
out how to make one yourself. A little paint and sanding is all these need for the perfect rustic look. Head over
to BrePurposed to find out how to make your own set. I am sure you will love this one. Afterwards just sand
the candle holders and drill a hole where the tea light could sit in. DIY Moss Plaque This decorative plaque is
a unique way to dress up your walls, using a piece of scrap wood and some faux moss. And you might
consider painting sections to give it a more colorful look. Just grab some wood and paint and head over to
BobVila. Though these chairs have been built for outdoor use, you could easily build them for indoors as well.
Wooden dowels are layered on top of one another to create a textural base for the block-shaped tea light
holder. Create a pair of these rustic style sconces out of wood, glue and stain. This adorable pencil holder fixes
that problem once and for all. Besides the project being so easy that all you need to do is drill a few holes, the
finished swing looks great too! Not only are triangle shelves popular among DIY-ers, you can find such
shelves even from furniture shops. Make your way over to She Knows to find out how to make one yourself.
My first wooden holder was not the best one, but it was good enough to motivate me to make more. Build this
simple magazine holder, of course! Make your way over to BobVila. Just twist the wire around in a spiral to
clip the photo in place. Make your way over to Burkatron to find out how to to make your own set of two-tone
wooden boxes. To make it more meaningful you could craft a modern wood wall clock yourself.


